List of dated : 18.05.11 
Following BULLETIN Published by Anthropological Survey of India: Calcutta:

1. BULLETIN of the Anthropological Survey of India: Calcutta: Size> 15/12 inches.

original condition. Rs. 350/-


Sanitation in some places of GARHWAL[ Himalaya region] potters of adhya Pradesh & the distribution of Hand-made pottery industry in India, note on papillary patterns of Kollimalaialis of Salem Dist etc. pp 142, 17 plates, figures, tables. Big size. [size 16/12 inches] Rs. 600/-


Vol-XIX No: 2: April: 1970: [A Demographic study of the Onge of little Andaman, by D.C.De, Bachelor!s dormitories of the tribes of Eastern India, by S. Mitra, Concept of Bjhadralok (mean: Gentlemen) & Chotolok [mean: poor man, or backward class] in Bengali Hindu society: Some observations- by S.Chakravarti, economic background dietary habits and nutritive value of the diet of the khond in koraput dist; of orissa. By J.K.Roy, etc.] pp 61 to 126. tables, charts. Rs. 300/-

Vol-XIX: Nos: 3 & 4: July-Dec: 1970: [combine issue] Report on proceedings of the third annual conference of the all India Bharat Sadhu Samaj, Karnataka Branch, by P.R.G.Mathur, study on Tongue Rolling and tongue folding in a Santal sample- Suji Som, the effect of marriage acts on Hindu Women of Calcutta- Uma guha, Human Skeletal materials excavated at Pandu Rajar Dhibi- P.Gupta, Lithic tools industry explored at Jokyeranga of West Bengal- B.C.Dutta, etc. pp 127 to 277. with 20 plates, figures finds, reports, etc. Rs. 500/-


Landuse pattern of the two Villages in H.D. Kote Taluk- P.K.Basu. Rhesus Blood Groups
Middle phalangial Hair & colour Blindness in the Padmaraj Caste of Southern West
Bengal- L.Bose.etc]pp 80,vi,maps,figures,tables,etc. Rs. 450/-

singh,spatial & socio- economic gaps between Harijan and the other castes in a Tamil-
Nad Village. –R.Mishra, Social Stratification in Western Himalayas: A Comparative
Study of the Bodhs of Spit & Muslims of Kargil- B.R.Rizvi, Tribal Development &
Forest Conservation- P.K.Mishra, Nomadism among the Killekyatha & their area of
Movement- S.G.Morab, A sociological study of the Prostitutes in Vizag. B.Jordar. etc. ]
pp 104,vi, illustrations ,tables. Rs. 500/-

population , Karnataka state- D.N.Basak, Tribal Demography of Karnataka State-
D.N.Basak, Hundred Years of Anthropometry [living] in India: an Incisive look –
M.P.Basu, Genetics of Palmar Patternin a Tirupati Sample- D.P.Mukherjee, Preferential
mating pattern & its Impact on Genetic Make –up of Caste- R.K.Gulati, Arasus of
Mysore- D.B.Sashtry, note on the finger Dermatoglyphics on the Nepalese, - S.K.Bhatta-
charya. Etc] pp 116,vi, tables, illustrations. Rs. 500/-

Vol-XXV: Nos: 1 & 2> Jan- June: 1976: [ Trends of Linguistic work in some of the
Dravidian Languages: A Review: -Inder Singh, The Sacred Complex of Ratanpur:- Dr.
Makhan Jha.] pp 116.with illustrations, tables. Rs. 450/-

a Bengalee sample.- D.P.Mukherjee, Bathing Customs & practices in India. By S.Mukh-
erjee. Aspects of genetical structure in Bengalee Muslims of Cachar- D.P.Mukherjee,
physical anthropology of Tribal Bihar its retrospect & prospect , Marriage distance in two
scheduled castes of Chittor district , Andhra pradesh. Offspring survival & parents status
among the Boya of Tuggali village. –D.P.Mukherjee, Manual Middle Phalangeal Hair
among the Meitei of MANIPUR. – D.P.Mukherjee etc.] pp 108, illus, tables, graphs, etc.
Rs.450/-

Vol-XXIX: Nos: 1& 2: Jan- June:1980: [ ABO blood group & Rh-factor in six
populations of Assam. –B.M.Das, Rethinking folklore in the light of anthropological
Methodology. T.K.Niyogi. Scheduled Tribes of Karnataka state: an Appraisal of their
numerical growth since the commencement of census in India.- D.N.Basak, study of
diagnostic patterns of mental illness of Calcutta hospitals & their relation to some social
variables.- Asha data, bibliography of bibliographies on Anthropology of India.
Compiled by Shayam kr.Ray. ] pp 120, maps, tables, figures. Rs. 450/-

Vol- XXX: Nos: 3 & 4: July-Dec: 1981: [ the Toto Tribe of West Bengal: Dermatoglyphic
Data, Mid Phalangeal Hair & Occipital Hair Whorl:- D.P.Mukherjee, Dermatoglyphs of
the Kond, Pengo, Ollar Gadaba & Nunkadora.- G.C.Ghosh, Finger Patters of the Parsee,
- M.K.Banerjee. A Comparative analysis of finger Ridge-count among the Mahar of
Nagpur- D.P.Mukherjee, Finger Prints of the Bado Gadaba of Orissa, by P. Dhar, etc.]


transhumant Gaddi: a demographic & genetic analysis. By P.C. Dutta, Exploration in the Narmada valley for the study of human origins: a preliminary report. –T. basu, etc. reviews
Pp 90, illus. tables. Rs. 450/- [printed foreign price $-26.50]


Vol-34: No:2: June; 1985; [Red green colour blindness & ear lobe attachment among the Hajong of meghalaya. – S. Barua. Research work: Working women in Calcutta: an appraisal-B. Devi, prehistoric research in India [1963-84] a review. – P.C. Dutta, levels of living in India-S. Bose, the people of Nancowry Island: their changing condition. – S. Kumar, etc.] pp 85 to 166, maps, tables. Rs. 500/- [but printed price $-26.50]

Vol-34: No:3: Sept; 1985; [The Jarawas of the Andaman Islands: an anthropometric study.- B.N. Sarkar] technology & organization of production: a study of shifting cultivation in North-east India. – D.G. Danda, party formation 7 autonomy demand in a tribal region:
Demand for a separate Jharkhand state. With research articles, reviews, etc] pp 167 to 238, tables. Rs. 450/- [but printed Foreign Price: 26.50]


Dermatoglyphic study of the Jarwa: a negrito tribe of Andaman Islands. 
Cerumen typing among the aboriginals & settlers of Andaman - V. K., Tandan. The Onges 
& their Handicrafts. – P. Chandra, The Linguistic Situation of Port Blair, International 
Seminar on Visual Anthropology - S. B. Chakravarti, bibliography of Dilip Kr. Sen: 1921-
1972. etc] reviews. Pp 319 to 425. with many plates, Rs. 500/- [but foreign price $-26.50]

Vol-37: No: 1: March: 1988: [Tripura: bibliography of Anthropology and allied disciplines- 
B. Das, Tribal Demography of Kerala. – R. Francis, note on congenital malfarmations 
among the dirang Monpas of two villages of Arunachal pradesh. – S. Barua, hairiness of 
tables. Rs. 450/- [but printed price $-26.50]

Vol-37: No: 2: June-1988: [growth pattern among the Chenchu boys & girls.- S. M. Siraju-
ddin, some aspects of reproductive life of the lodha women of Midnapore- W. Bengal. 
Jaya Chowdhury, a temple in a tribal village.- K. S. Singh.] pp 97 to 196. illus. tables. Rs. 450/- 
[but printed Foreign price: $-26.50]

Vol-37: No: 3: Sept: 1988: [Bagals of West Bengal- a brief ethnographic study. Land 
Rights of Tribal Women.- K. S. Singh, Agrarian situation & the emerging stratification in 
North – East India: a preliminary note: - S. B. Chakravarti, two muslim sects of 24-paraganas 
West Bengal- a study in selection intensity. – A. K. Ghosh. – etc. pp 197 to 312, tables, illus. 
Rs. 450/- [but printed foreign price $-26.50]

Vol-37: No: 4: Dec 1988: [Blood groups sickle cell trait & total haemoglobin among the 
Onge of Little Andaman- S. Kumar, economic development & Folk Societies- 
A. K. Bhattacharya, Ethnography of Rajasthan- K. S. Singh, etc.] research results, reviews. pp 
313 to 436. with plates, tables, etc. Rs. 500/- [but printed foreign price: $-26.50]

Vol-38: No: 2: June: 1989: [Research Note: Racial Components of the builders of 
Harappan culture & advent of the Aryans. B. K. Chatterjee, Relationship of Blood pressure 
with body measurements among the Santhal of West Bengal.- V. Sachdev. Genesis of the 
Koro Epidemic in west Bengal & Assam: implication of Turtle cults. – D. C. Bag, report on 
the Indo-Soviet seminar on Ethnicity, people, and caste, Calcutta 22-27 February. etc] pp 95 
to 164, vi, with plates. Rs. 450/- [but printed foreign price: $-26.50]

Bathudi & Sounti Tribes of Mayurbhanj District, Orissa. By S. Singh, Status profile of Mizo 
women- K. Mann, the segmentary lineage system of the Zounuo-Keyhonuo NAGA. – N. K. 
Das. Report on Indo-Soviet seminar on ethno-social situation in India & U.S.S.R. 8-10 
Oct. 1990 at the institute of Ethnography, Leningrad, – K. S. Singh etc.] pp 165 to 266, tables, 
Illus. Rs. 450/- [but printed Foreign Price: $-26.50]

Vol-39: No: 1: March; 1990: [the nature & scope of Medical Anthropological Research:
S.K. Nandy, Comparative Dermatoglyphic study among two Tribal communities of Rajasthan. - G. Krishan, etc. pp 125 with plates, tables. Rs. 500/- [but foreign price: $-26.50]

Following Journals: title: The Journal of the Anthropological survey of India:


Vol-42: No”-1: March: 1993. [special report, trends of differential morality among the Bathudi and sounti tribes of orissa, by s.singh, Indian pastoral communities following
livestock migration as a draught adjustment strategy. –L.P. bharara, more on ethnography of Rajasthan.-k.s.singh.etc.pp 64,maps, plates. Rs. 450/-[but foreign price $-26.50]


Vol-52: No:2: June: 2003: Historical perspective on Ethnicity in Khasi & Jaintia Hills, Ethnicity & Language: A case study of Tibeto – Burmese speakers in the Western Himalayas etc. pp 106, Rs.450/-


Vol-52: No:2: June: 2004: Emergence of Permanent teeth in Indian Populations- A Review- V. Kaul, Socio-cultural profile of Golf Green Urban Complex in South Kolkata: S.R. Maitra, etc. pp 84, graphs, maps, illus. Rs. 450/-
